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Technologies

Select
Changes to a different spray type or shower in moments.

Eco Smart
Keeps the flow to a minimum to save water and energy without any performance loss. For lasting pleasure.

Air Power
Combines water with a generous amount of air. For a soft, splash-free water jet and rich, full shower drops.

Quick Clean
Remove limescale deposits simply by rubbing the flexible silicone jets.

XXL Performance
Distributes the water over a large shower face, so your whole body is completely enveloped in well-being drops.

Comfort Zone
Defines the individually utilisable area between basin and mixer, to suit any requirement.

Cool Start
When turning the mixer on, only cold water flows. Hot water only comes through when you need it.

Spray modes

Rain
Perfect for rinsing shampoo out of your hair.

Rain Air
Gentle rainfall with air-enriched drops.

Rain XL
Soft relaxing shower rain.

Whirl
Concentrated targeted massage spray.

Caress Air
Dynamic, revitalising massage spray.

Mix
A combination of soft shower rain and dynamic spray.

Rain Flow
Powerful flood jet for generous coverage.

Rain Stream
Generous flow of soft sprays.

Finishes
The last 3 digits of the product number define the finish.
Example: 28500, -000 = Chrome
000 Chrome | 400 White/Chrome | 800 Stainless Steel Optic
Hansgrohe – a brand and a promise.

There’s now a little button in the bathroom that provides a tremendous amount of pleasure.

Worldwide, the name Hansgrohe stands for the best design, intelligent functions and excellent user friendliness. We never stop reinventing the way we use water to make the user experience even better, so within this brochure you will find lots of fabulous products of exceptional quality that will provide you with your perfect experience of water pleasure. For instance, with our new Select technology: a simple button provides even greater pleasure and freedom in the bathroom and kitchen. This turns our ideas for water into an experience in your home. Over the following pages, you will discover award-winning aesthetics with innovative technology and excellent quality – all made by the German manufacturing experts at Hansgrohe.

Happy reading!

Yours, Richard Grohe
10 things you never knew about showering.

What is our favourite way to shower?

We at Hansgrohe do our very best to make sure that you have the perfect shower experience. To help us achieve this, we carried out surveys in 8 countries, work with 700 product testers all over the world, evaluate over 1.3 million responses, and every day conduct one to one research with consumers in ShowerWorld in the Hansgrohe Aquademie on the subject of showering behaviour. These are the 10 most fascinating things that we have found out:

Worldwide, we spend an average of 70 minutes in the bathroom every day.

47% of people prefer to shower in the morning.

Three out of five people sing in the shower. Sappy love songs are the favourites.

Over 20% of you would like a quiet zone or seating area in the bathroom.

On average, men shower for 12.66 minutes and women for 13.27 minutes.
53% of people confirm that RainAir is their favourite spray in the shower. 94% prefer the new Select button to the traditional adjustment ring. 17% say that the shower is a source of inspiration.

What did you like best about the Hansgrohe products?

**VARIOUS SHOWER SPRAYS**
**RAINAIR SPRAY**
**TERRIFIC SHOWER EXPERIENCE**
**EASY TO HANDLE**
**SELECT BUTTON**
**LOVELY DESIGN**
**EASY TO CHANGE THE SHOWER SPRAY**

**GOOD QUALITY**
**PLEASANT SPRAY**
**PLEASANT FEELING WHILST SHOWERING**

What is it that makes the Raindance showers so special? Well, the name says it all, really: when you turn on the water, you start to dance under the shower – and that’s every morning (if you shower every morning) … and you can sing as loudly as you like.

Product tester, trend project 2013

Sources: Hansgrohe Global Shower Study 2014/trend project D-A-CH 2013: Product test Raindance Select E 120
We work hard to exceed your expectations in everything we do.

Quality – made by Hansgrohe.

Everything we do is about making perfectly developed products for you. Reliable products that will last for a long time, in excellent design and with exceptional user comfort. To that end, we are devoted to tinkering, testing and manufacture to the highest standards, here at our head office in Germany’s Black Forest and also at our other sites all over the world.

TRADITION.
You can trust our long-lasting, sustainably designed products. We have been delighting people all over the world since 1901.

DESIGN.
You can enjoy the form and function of our products every day anew. We have been collaborating with renowned designers for many years to produce them. With the success that results in our aesthetic ambition repeatedly being rewarded with international design awards. In fact, in the iF ranking Hansgrohe has the honour of being listed as the best manufacturer in the sanitaryware industry.

We work hard to exceed your expectations in everything we do.

Quality – made by Hansgrohe.
DEVELOPMENT.
Our aim is for you to have as much enjoyment from using our products as we do developing them.

TEST CENTER.
Products that function perfectly are essential. To ensure that they do, we ask for your help with testing them.

PRODUCTION.
So you can be sure our products will last you a lifetime, all our locations, all over the world work to Hansgrohe’s exceptional quality standards.

PRODUCT CLASSIC.
Enjoy many years of water pleasure: with our products that delight with their excellent design, high level of functionality and meticulous manufacture.
Set to nothing but pleasure:
Shower pleasure.
**Our latest shower technology: Select.**

The easiest decision in the bathroom.

Our most recent milestone is an elegant button. This has not only revolutionised the way we use water, but also set new standards in ease of use and control. Use the Select button to change spray types at a click, select various showers or start and stop the water flow with absolute precision. For the ultimate water pleasure.

Change the spray types on hand and overhead showers at the touch of a button.

The Select buttons on the ShowerTablet, and ShowerSelect thermostats, switch the showers on and off.
Shower pleasure. Shower technologies

- Overhead showers from page 20
- Hand showers from page 16
- Concealed shower control from page 34
- Surface-mounted shower control from page 30
- Showerpipes from page 24
More shower technologies.
Passion for water, innovations for the bathroom.

AirPower.
Generous amounts of air are drawn in through the spray face. This quite literally stirs up the in-flowing water. The resulting air-enriched drops are fuller, lighter and softer. This not only feels good, but it also means that you are making the most efficient and splash-free use of your precious water.

QuickClean.
All our showers have flexible silicone jets. Any deposits are quickly removed simply by rubbing a finger over them. Well looked-after limescale-free products not only look much nicer, they work better and last longer.
EcoSmart.

Back in 1987 – long before saving water became such a big issue – Hansgrohe developed a hand shower, the Mistral Eco that used only half the amount of water and saved previous energy. Today, EcoSmart showers consume only nine or six litres per minute, and save up to 60% water and energy.

XXL Performance.

By intelligently distributing the water over a large area, the whole body is enveloped in a feel-good shower rain. For fabulous water pleasure.
As individual as you are: Our range of showers and sprays.

Choose your perfect shower configuration and the matching control from our variety of showers.

Soft summer rain, a powerful waterfall or a revitalising shower spray? Whatever your idea of the perfect shower is, through our showering options you will be able to turn your dream into genuine shower pleasure. Design your individual shower – with the shower configuration that suits you.

Hand showers and shower sets
The basic solution – offers the same full shower pleasure, and is easy to mount on the wall.

Overhead shower
For relaxing or rejuvenating – because every day deserves a different shower. Concealed installation, integrated into the wall.

Showerpipe and Showerpanel®
Shower pleasure in perfection – including quick, easy installation on existing water connections. Perfect for renovations.

Shower control surface-mounted
Fits best on existing connections. The easiest way to a new shower experience. Also ideal for renovations.

Shower control concealed
The mixer body disappears inside the wall – for complete freedom of movement under the shower.
Our hand showers: Innovation at your fingertips.

The little button that provides a tremendous amount of pleasure.

The new Select technology on the hand shower now makes showering even better. Instead of the tedium of twisting and adjusting the spray face, all you have to do to change between the three spray types is touch a button. Our hand showers also look really good. They are available in round or square designs, in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face – to delight the eye as well as being inviting to the touch. What’s more even the environment can be happy: thanks to the intelligent flow limiter, the EcoSmart version reduces water consumption by up to 60%.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/select

Raindance® Select E 120 3jet Hand shower

Gentle shower rain to enjoy with air-enriched drops from large jets.

Strong shower rain from small jets – perfect for rinsing shampoo out of the hair.

Concentrated massaging spray from rotating jets to relieve tension.

Simply scan the code to watch the product in action.
From the shower to practical use: water in your favourite form.

Studies in Hansgrohe’s Showerlab have established that there are three different shower typologies.

Pleasure showering.

Pleasure showerers like to take their time in the bathroom and seek relaxation. They like to wash the day’s stresses away, drop by drop. When the water runs down them like rain, nothing and no one can disturb them. They are not only interested in body care, but they also want their soul to be pampered by the water. The lavish, soft RainAir spray is perfect for them.

Efficient showering.

When an efficient showerer steps under the shower, they want to be refreshed when they come out. Sometimes it only takes them a few minutes to achieve the desired results. The shower should have an instant effect. Shampoo, for instance, must rinse out quickly and thoroughly, or they become impatient. A clear case for the strong Rain spray.

Focus showering.

A proper shower must be really intense for a Focus showerer, and go deep down, showering away deep-rooted tension, or perhaps the after-effects of a demanding last work-out. They like to feel completely ‘loose’ when they leave the shower, all their cares and stresses washed away, ready for the evening or their next bout of sport. The Whirl spray gives them a targeted massage.
Shower pleasure. Hand showers and shower sets.

**Raindance® Select**

**Raindance® Select E 150 3jet Hand shower**
- # 26550, 000, 400
- # 26551, 000, 400 EcoSmart (not shown)

**Raindance® Select E 150/Unica® S Puro Set**
- # 27857, 000, 400 0.90 m
- # 27856, 000, 400 0.65 m (not shown)

**Raindance® Select E 120 3jet Hand shower**
- # 26520, 000, 400
- # 26521, 000, 400 EcoSmart (not shown)

**Raindance® Select E 120/Unica® S Puro Set**
- # 26621, 000, 400 0.90 m
- # 26620, 000, 400 0.65 m (not shown)

**Raindance® Select S 150 3jet Hand shower**
- # 28587, 000, 400
- # 28588, 000, 400 EcoSmart (not shown)

**Raindance® Select S 150/Unica® S Puro Set**
- # 27803, 000, 400 0.90 m
- # 27802, 000, 400 0.65 m (not shown)

**Raindance® Select S 120 3jet Hand shower**
- # 26530, 000, 400
- # 26531, 000, 400 EcoSmart (not shown)

**Raindance® Select S 120/Unica® S Puro Set**
- # 26631, 000, 400 0.90 m
- # 26630, 000, 400 0.65 m (not shown)
- # 26632, 000, 400 EcoSmart 0.90 m (not shown)
- # 26633, 000, 400 EcoSmart 0.65 m (not shown)
Croma® 100

Croma® 100 Multi Hand shower
# 28536, -000
# 28538, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)

Croma® 100 Vario Hand shower
# 28535, -000
# 28537, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)

Croma® 100 Multi/Unica® C Set
# 27774, -000 0.90 m
# 27775, -000 0.65 m (not shown)
# 27655, -000 EcoSmart 0.90 m (not shown)
# 27777, -000 EcoSmart 0.65 m (not shown)

Croma® 100 Vario/Unica® C Set
# 27771, -000 0.90 m
# 27772, -000 0.65 m (not shown)
# 27653, -000 EcoSmart 0.90 m (not shown)
# 27776, -000 EcoSmart 0.65 m (not shown)

Crometta® 85

Crometta® 85 Vario Hand shower
# 28562, -000
# 28607, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)

Crometta® 85 Vario/Unica® C Set
# 27762, -000 0.90 m
# 27763, -000 0.65 m (not shown)

Crometta® 85 Vario/Unica®  Crometta® Set
# 27762, -000 0.90 m
# 27763, -000 0.65 m (not shown)

Beauty has two faces.
The Raindance Select hand and overhead showers are available in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face.

The last 3 digits of the product number define the finish.
Example: 28500, -000 = Chrome
000 Chrome | 400 White/Chrome
Our overhead showers:
The loveliest rain in the world.

Experience the ultimate in shower pleasure at the touch of a button.

Now it’s also possible to select the spray type on the Hansgrohe overhead showers at the touch of a button. Rain and RainAir offer relaxation – as full sprays over the entire spray face. The RainStream spray showers with twelve lavish rainsprays, wide and sparkling, to wash your cares away. The appearance of these overhead showers is just as varied as the showering experience. They are available in the classic round shape or as a contemporary rectangular form; in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face. They have also been given an elegant, subtle chrome edging, a higher, more fashionable rim and an attractive wave structure. The spray face is easy to detach for cleaning, which helps extend the lifetime and keeps it looking as good as new.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/select

Raindance® Select E 300 3jet Overhead shower

Switches over to a different spray type in moments. Provides pleasure at the touch of a button.

NEW

Gentle shower rain to enjoy with air-enriched drops from large jets.

Strong shower rain from small jets – perfect for rinsing shampoo out of the hair.

Lavish flow from 12 wide jets – for effective relaxation.
Spray modes: Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

The overhead showers also have the right shower spray for any user.

**RainAir.**

Every single drop from the RainAir spray bursts forth from a large, wide jet, absorbing lots of air at the same time. This results in a soft, voluminous shower rain.

**Rain.**

The new Rain spray focuses the water on its strongest characteristics. Released from small, narrow jets, it refreshes powerfully and quickly, and is ideal for rinsing out shampoo.

**RainStream.**

Gentle and yet strong, 12 lavish, sparkling sprays pour forth from the back area of the overhead shower. These wide individual jets simply make the burdens of the day disappear as soon as they touch the head and shoulders.
Shower pleasure: Overhead showers

**Raindance®**

**Raindance® Select E 300 3jet Overhead shower**
# 26468, -000, -400 with shower arm 390 mm
Basic unit in the wall: iBox universal

**Raindance® Select E 300 2jet Overhead shower**
# 27385, -000, -400 with shower arm 390 mm
# 27384, -000, -400 with ceiling connection 100 mm [not shown]

**Raindance® E 420 Air 1jet Overhead shower**
# 27372, -000 with shower arm 385 mm

**Raindance® Select S 240 2jet Overhead shower**
# 26466, -000, -400 with shower arm 390 mm
# 26470, -000, -400 EcoSmart with shower arm 390 mm [not shown]
# 26467, -000, -400 with ceiling connection 100 mm [not shown]
# 26469, -000, -400 EcoSmart with ceiling connection 100 mm [not shown]

**Raindance® Royale 350 Air 1jet Overhead shower**
# 28420, -000
# 27410, -000 Optional shower arm 470 mm
# 27418, -000 Optional ceiling connection 100 mm [not shown]

**Raindance® Rainmaker® Air 3jet**
680 x 460 mm Overhead shower
# 28418, -000 with light
# 28417, -000 without light [not shown]
Shower pleasure. **Overhead showers**

**Raindance® Rainfall® 240 Air 3jet Overhead shower**
- # 28411, -000
- Basic unit in the wall: iBox universal

**Raindance® Rainfall® 180 Air 2jet Overhead shower**
- # 28433, -000, -400
- Basic unit in the wall: iBox universal

**Raindance® Rainfall® 150 Overhead shower**
- # 26442, -000

**Raindance® Rainfall® 150 Stream Overhead shower**
- # 26443, -000

**Croma®**

**Croma® 220 Air 1jet Overhead shower**
- # 26464, -000 with ball joint
- # 26465, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)
- # 27413, -000 Optional shower arm 389 mm (not shown)

**Croma® 160 1jet Overhead shower**
- # 27450, -000 with ball joint (not shown)
- # 28450, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)
- # 27412, -000 Optional shower arm 230 mm (not shown)

**Croma® 100 Multi Overhead shower**
- # 27443, -000 with ball joint
- # 28460, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)
- # 27411, -000 Optional shower arm 128 mm (not shown)

**Croma® 100 Varia Overhead shower**
- # 27441, -000 with ball joint
- # 28462, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)
- # 27411, -000 Optional shower arm 128 mm (not shown)

**Croma® 100 Varia Overhead shower**
- # 27441, -000 with ball joint
- # 28462, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)
- # 27411, -000 Optional shower arm 128 mm (not shown)

**Crometta® 85 Multi Overhead shower**
- # 28425, -000 with ball joint
- # 27411, -000 Optional shower arm 128 mm (not shown)

**Crometta® 85 Vario Overhead shower**
- # 28424, -000 with ball joint
- # 27411, -000 Optional shower arm 128 mm (not shown)

**Crometta® 85 Green 1jet EcoSmart Overhead shower**
- # 28423, -000 with ball joint
- # 27411, -000 Optional shower arm 128 mm (not shown)
Our Showerpipes: for the highest standards without compromise.

Experience your shower anew at the touch of a button.

Everything about the Showerpipe is simply lovely – and lovely and simple. The new Select buttons on the hand shower, the overhead shower and the thermostat make it even easier to select the shower and spray type. Elegantly integrated in the ShowerTablet, all it takes is a little click for you to be immersed in an entirely new shower experience. Enjoy perfect forms and perfectly matched components in all the Hansgrohe Showerpipes. The Showerpipe is quickly and easily fitted to the water connections on the wall – the perfect solution if you are renovating. This also applies to the Showerpanels: they offer maximum shower pleasure thanks to the overhead, hand and side showers that have all been pre-installed in the panel.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/select

**Raindance® Select E 300 3jet Showerpipe**

- Switch on and off.
- Switch overhead shower on/off.
- Switch hand shower on/off.
- Switch RainStream spray on and off on the overhead shower.
- Choose your spray type with ease.
- Select the desired temperature.

Simply scan the code to watch the product in action.
Raindance® Select Showerpipes

Raindance® Select E 300 3jet ST Showerpipe with Raindance Select E 300 3jet overhead shower, Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27127, -000, -400

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet ST Showerpipe with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower, Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27276, -000, -400 (not shown)

Raindance® Select E 360 1jet ST Showerpipe with Raindance E 360 Air 1jet overhead shower, Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27288, -000, -400
# 27287, -000, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet ST Showerpipe with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower, Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower and Ecostat Select thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27128, -000
# 27282, -000 EcoSmart (not shown)
Raindance® Select E 360 1jet Showerpipe with Raindance E 360 1jet overhead shower, Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower and Ecostat Select thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
#27112, 000, 400 Shower
#27113, 000, 400 Bath (not shown)
#27286, 000, 400 EcoSmart (not shown)

Raindance® Select S 300 2jet Showerpipe with swivelling overhead shower Raindance Select S 300 2jet, Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
#27133, 000, 400

Raindance® Select S 240 2jet Showerpipe with swivelling overhead shower Raindance Select S 240 2jet, Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
#27129, 000, 400 (not shown)

Raindance® Select S 300 1jet Showerpipe with swivelling overhead shower Raindance Select S 300 Air 1jet, Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
#27114, 000

Raindance® Select S 240 1jet Showerpipe with swivelling overhead shower Raindance Select S 240 Air 1jet, Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
#27115, 000 Shower (not shown)
#27117, 000 Bath (not shown)
Raindance® Showerpipes

Raindance® E 420 Air 2jet Showerpipe with Raindance E 420 2jet overhead shower, 1jet baton hand shower and thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
# 27149, -000

Raindance® Connect S 240 Air 1jet Showerpipe with Raindance S 240 Air 1jet overhead shower, baton hand shower, shower arm 460 mm
# 27164, -000
# 27421, -000 with shower arm 350 mm (not shown)

Croma® Showerpipes

Croma® 220 Air 1jet Showerpipe with swivelling overhead shower Croma 220 Air 1jet, Croma 100 Vario hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
# 27185, -000
# 27188, -000 EcoSmart

Croma® 160 1jet Showerpipe with Croma 160 overhead shower, Croma 100 Vario hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 285 mm
# 27135, -000
Showerpanel®

Raindance® Lift Showerpanel®
with Raindance Rainfall 180
Air 2jet overhead shower and
1jet baton hand shower
Height adjustable, 200 mm
# 27008, .000, .400
# 27003, .400 EcoSmart

Lift 2 Showerpanel®
with Raindance S 180 Air 1jet
overhead shower, PuraVida 1jet
hand shower and 6 side showers
Height adjustable, 200 mm
# 26871, .000

Showerpipes and Showerpanel®
Shower pleasure.
Our shower control for surface-mounted installation: for pure shower pleasure.

Now even more quintessential thanks to the Select button.

The Select technology now makes it even easier to choose your favourite spray type on the thermostat. The hand shower switches on and off at the touch of a button. Furthermore, the thermostat holds the shower temperature constantly at your chosen setting, preventing unwanted hot or cold surges. The ShowerTablet Select 300 makes everything easy right from the beginning. All working parts are outside the wall and fit directly onto the existing water connections – so it’s perfect when renovating.

Intuitive.

The Select button is entirely intuitive and easy to operate from the front. You just switch the water on and off.

Practical.

There is plenty of room on the glass surface for toiletries, which eliminates the need for an additional shower shelf.

Pinpoint precision.

The desired temperature can be set precisely on the large, user-friendly turning control that is located on the front of the thermostat.
Exposed thermostats

**ShowerTablet® Select 300 Exposed Thermostat**
- **Shower**
  - # 13171, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf
  - # 13171, -400 White shelf

**Ecostat® Select Exposed Thermostat**
- **Shower**
  - # 13161, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf
  - # 13161, -400 White shelf

**Ecostat® Comfort Exposed Thermostat**
- **Shower**
  - # 13116, -000

**ShowerTablet® Select 300 Exposed Thermostat**
- **Bath**
  - # 13151, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf
  - # 13151, -400 White shelf

**Ecostat® Select Exposed Thermostat**
- **Bath**
  - # 13141, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf
  - # 13141, -400 White shelf

**Ecostat® Comfort Exposed Thermostat**
- **Bath**
  - # 13114, -000
ShowerTablet® Select 300: perfect in combination with a shower set.
Our shower control for concealed installations: the new way to control pleasure.
For a shower experience that gets under your skin.

The ShowerSelect concealed controls completely redefine shower pleasure. The showers are easy to switch on and off using the flush-integrated Select buttons. Operation is intuitive, and because they are made exclusively from mechanical components, they are also extremely reliable and long-lasting. The technology for our concealed shower controls is in the wall. In the iBox universal, to be precise. Divided into two components, one in front and one behind the wall, they can be installed separately. This gives you more time to choose visible components – and more flexibility, should you ever want to change them. The flat installation provides even more freedom of movement in the shower.

ShowerSelect® with integrated hose connection and hand shower holder

To switch the showers on and off. The elegant matt Select buttons contrast well with the chrome-coloured surfaces making them legible, and the large symbols guarantee easier use.

Switch overhead shower on and off.
Switch hand shower on and off.
Easy to read temperature indicator.
Ergonomically controlled with the slender, cylindrical handle and pin.

Choose your desired temperature – the thermostat technology will keep it constant.

Hand shower and hose combine independently with the ShowerSelect product.
One for everything.

With the iBox universal, the mixer technology is concealed in the wall. It looks good, and provides more freedom in the shower and more flexibility, as it is compatible with any visible thermostat and mixer solutions. The iBox can be installed before you choose your finish set.
Shower control for 1 function.

Simplicity at its loveliest: these finish sets control one function, i.e. one hand or overhead shower. On ShowerSelect products this is easy to do at the touch of a button, while on the Ecostat and the single-lever mixers this choice is made by turning a handle or lever. You control the water temperature using the large handle.

What is a thermostat?
Thermostat technology ensures that the water temperature is precise and constant. Hot or cold shocks resulting from fluctuating water temperatures are a thing of the past.

What is a manual mixer?
Mixers are suitable for water supplies where the water pressures are balanced. This ensures a constant water temperature for maximum shower pleasure.
Shower control for 2 functions.

Twice the pleasure. With these finish sets, you can control 2 functions at the touch of a button (ShowerSelect), turning handle (Ecostat) or pull knob (singlelever mixer), i.e. one hand and one overhead shower. The water temperature is set using the large handle.

**ShowerSelect® Thermostat**

Thermostat for 2 functions, with integrated shower hose connection and hand shower holder

# 15765, -000

Hand shower and shower hose are not included, and can be chosen freely from our selection.

**ShowerSelect® Mixer**

Mixer for 2 functions

# 15768, -000

**Ecostat® Thermostat**

Thermostat for 2 functions

# 15708, -000

**Metris® Single lever mixer**

Single lever mixer for 2 functions

# 31454, -000

# 31493, -000
Shower control for 3 functions.

For individual pleasure: with ShowerSelect, you choose the showers and spray types at the touch of a button. You use the large handle on the thermostat to precisely control the water temperature. On the iControl and all other sets, the choices are made manually using a turning handle.

Concealed solutions with ShowerSelect®

- **ShowerSelect®** Valve for 3 Functions
  
  **# 15764, -000**

- **ShowerSelect®** Highflow thermostat
  
  **# 15760, -000**

Other concealed solutions

- **iControl®** E
  
  Valve for 3 Functions
  
  **# 15777, -000**

- **iControl®** S
  
  Valve for 3 Functions
  
  **# 15955, -000**

- **Ecostat®** E
  
  Highflow thermostat
  
  **# 15706, -000  59 l/min, for large showers**
  
  **# 15705, -000  37 l/min, for small showers**
  
  (not shown)

- **Ecostat®** S
  
  Highflow thermostat
  
  **# 15756, -000  59 l/min, for large showers**
  
  **# 15755, -000  37 l/min, for small showers**
  
  (not shown)

Other concealed solutions

- **Trio/Quattro®** E
  
  Shut-off and diverter valve
  
  **# 15937, -000**

- **Trio/Quattro®** S
  
  Shut-off and diverter valve
  
  **# 15932, -000**

- **Ecostat®** E
  
  Highflow thermostat
  
  **# 15706, -000  59 l/min, for large showers**
  
  **# 15705, -000  37 l/min, for small showers**
  
  (not shown)

- **Ecostat®** S
  
  Highflow thermostat
  
  **# 15756, -000  59 l/min, for large showers**
  
  **# 15755, -000  37 l/min, for small showers**
  
  (not shown)

- **Shut-off valve E**
  
  **# 15978, -000**

- **Shut-off valve S**
  
  **# 15972, -000**
Shower control for 4 functions.

Unlimited shower pleasure: simply choose the shower or spray type at the touch of a button with ShowerSelect. The sets with iControl and all the other systems are controlled manually using a turning handle. The large handle controls the water temperature.

Concealed solutions with ShowerSelect®

- **ShowerSelect® Valve for 3 functions** # 15764, -000
- **ShowerSelect® Highflow thermostat for 1 function** # 15761, -000
- **ShowerSelect® S Valve for 3 functions** # 15745, -000
- **ShowerSelect® S Highflow thermostat for 1 function** # 15742, -000

Other concealed solutions

- **iControl® E Valve for 3 functions** # 15777, -000
- **Ecostat® E Highflow thermostat** # 15706, -000  59 l/min, for large showers
- **Shut-off valve E** # 15978, -000
- **iControl® S Valve for 3 functions** # 15955, -000
- **Ecostat® S Highflow thermostat** # 15756, -000  59 l/min, for large showers
- **Shut-off valve S** # 15972, -000

Other concealed solutions

- **Trio/Quattro® E Shut-off and diverter valve** # 15937, -000
- **Shut-off valve E** # 15978, -000
- **Trio/Quattro® S Shut-off and diverter valve** # 15932, -000
- **Shut-off valve S** # 15972, -000
- **Ecostat® E Highflow thermostat** # 15706, -000  59 l/min, for large showers
- **Shut-off valve E** # 15978, -000
- **Ecostat® S Highflow thermostat** # 15756, -000  59 l/min, for large showers
- **Shut-off valve S** # 15972, -000
Water at its most perfect: Basin mixers.
Three style worlds: To turn your dream bathroom into reality.


The bathroom has long since progressed from being a purely functional room into a feel-good area. More and more people are creating multi-functional rooms where design and comfort are as important as high-tech functionality. The feel-good culture adds its bit to this trend: the bathroom has also long been about relaxation and withdrawing from daily life. A room where you spend time to escape from the stresses of daily life. Our mixers reflect this development in the balance between perfect function and beautiful design. To help you to find your perfect, individual bathroom, we have created three different style worlds for our products. You will find plenty of ideas for your dream bathroom and personal taste here. Let us inspire you.

Avantgarde.

Give the room a special kind of sensuousness with the playful details of the emotional design language.
Modern.

This style questions everything with regard to form and functionality. The result is a calm room that is notable for its clean lines and sensuous shapes.

Classic.

A design language that equates to classic beauty and radiates a warm, harmonious atmosphere.
Avantgarde Style world.

PuraVida®. Award-winning design in white and chrome.

The bathroom is not about tomorrow’s trends, but about your own trend. For those who appreciate subtle individuality, they will love PuraVida, because the rounded lines and organic forms radiate a creative self-confidence. The white and chrome surfaces blend together seamlessly in the DualFinish process. PuraVida mixers are available in various heights – providing the individual space between mixer and basin that we call ComfortZone.
You will find the matching PuraVida bathroom accessories at www.hansgrohe-int.com
**PuraVida® Bath**

- **PuraVida® 4-hole bath mixer** for installation on the tub rim  
  # 15446, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® 3-hole single lever mixer** for installation on the tub rim  
  # 15432, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® Single lever bath mixer**  
  Exposed  
  # 15472, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® Single lever bath mixer** for upright installation with PuraVida  
  120 1jet baton hand shower  
  # 15473, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® Single lever bath mixer** Concealed  
  # 15445, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® Bath spout**  
  Exposed  
  # 15412, 000, 400

**PuraVida® Shower**

- **PuraVida® Single lever shower mixer**  
  Exposed  
  # 15672, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® Single lever shower mixer** Concealed  
  # 15665, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® Shower thermostat for 2 functions**  
  Concealed  
  # 15771, 000, 400

- **PuraVida® 150 Air 3jet Hand shower**  
  # 28557, 000, 400  
  # 28567, 000, 400  
  EcoSmart (not shown)

- **PuraVida® 120 1jet Baton hand shower**  
  # 28558, 000, 400  
  # 28568, 000, 400  
  EcoSmart (not shown)

- **PuraVida® 400 Air 1jet Overhead shower**  
  # 27437, 000, 400 with shower arm 390 mm  
  # 27390, 000, 400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
Modern Style world.

Metris®️, Talis®, Focus®️ and Logis®️. Four lines, one common theme.

Those who wish to free themselves of the superfluous and focus on the essential will appreciate a clear design language that leaves no questions unanswered: clear lines create sensible benefits. Resulting in a reduced, well thought-through entity.
Metris® Basin and bidet

The clean line for high standards.
**Metris® S Basin**

**Metris® S**
Electronic basin mixer with temperature control, battery operated
# 31100, .000

**Metris® S**
Single lever basin mixer Swivel spout 120°
# 31161, .000
# 31159, .000 with waste [not shown]

**Metris® Bath**

**Metris®**
4-hole bath mixer for installation on the tub rim
# 31442, .000

**Metris®**
3-hole single lever mixer for installation on the tub rim
# 31190, .000

**Metris®**
Single lever bath mixer Exposed
# 31480, .000

**Metris®**
Bath spout Exposed
# 31494, .000

**Metris®**
Single lever bath mixer Concealed
# 31493, .000

**Metris®**
Single lever bath mixer Concealed
# 31451, .000

**Metris® Shower**

**Metris®**
Single lever shower mixer Exposed
# 31680, .000

**Metris®**
Single lever shower mixer Concealed
# 31685, .000

**Metris®**
Single lever shower mixer Concealed
# 31456, .000

**Metris®**
Shower thermostat for 2 functions
# 31573, .000
Talis® Basin

Talis® 80
Pillar tap for wash basins
#32130, -000

Talis® 80
Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout
#32053, -000

Talis® 80
Single lever basin mixer
#32040, -000
#32057, -000
CoolStart

Talis® 150
Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout
#32052, -000

Talis® 210
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
#32082, -000

Talis® 250
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 60°
with rotatable spout
#32055, -000

Modern interpretation of bathroom design.
Talis® Basin and bidet

**Talis® Single lever basin mixer for wall mounting**

# 31618, -000 165 mm
(not shown)

# 31611, -000 225 mm

**Talis® Single lever bidet mixer**

# 32240, -000

**Talis® 230**

3-hole basin mixer

# 32310, -000

**Talis® Electronic basin mixer with temperature control, battery operated**

# 32110, -000

---

**Talis® S Basin**

**Talis® S Single lever basin mixer**

# 32020, -000

**Talis® S Single lever basin mixer**

Exposed

# 32070, -000

# 32073, -000 Spout 120° (not shown)

---

**Talis® Bath**

**Talis® Single lever bath mixer**

Exposed

# 32440, -000

**Talis® Single lever bath mixer**

Concealed

# 32475, -000

**Talis® Bath spout**

Exposed

# 13414, -000

---

**Talis® Shower**

**Talis® Single lever shower mixer**

Exposed

# 32640, -000

**Talis® Single lever shower mixer**

Concealed

# 32675, -000
Focus®

Functional can be this stylish.

Focus® Basin

Focus® 70
Pillar tap for wash basins
# 31130, .000
Single lever basin mixer
# 31730, .000
# 31539, .000 CoolStart

Focus® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 31607, .000
# 31621, .000 CoolStart

Focus® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 31608, .000
Focus® Basin and bidet

Focus® 240
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
# 31609, .000

Focus®
Electronic basin mixer
with temperature control, battery operated
# 31171, .000

Focus®
Single lever bidet mixer
# 31920, .000

Focus® S Basin

Focus® S
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 360°
# 31710, .000

Focus® Bath

Focus®
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 31940, .000

Focus®
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 31945, .000

Focus®
Bath spout
Exposed
# 13414, .000

Focus® Shower

Focus®
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
# 31960, .000

Focus®
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
# 31965, .000
Logis®

Design that blends seamlessly with any bathroom.

Logis® Basin

Logis® 70
Pillar tap for wash basins
# 71120, 000

Logis® 70
Single lever basin mixer
# 71070, 000

Logis® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 71100, 000
Logis® Basin and bidet

Logis® 190
Single lever basin mixer
#71090, -000

Logis® 210
Single lever basin mixer
Swivel spout 120°
#71130, -000

Logis®
Twin-handle basin mixer
#71222, -000

Logis®
3-hole basin mixer
#71133, -000

Logis®
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting
#71220, -000  195 mm

Logis®
Single lever bidet mixer
#71200, -000

Logis® Bath

Logis®
3-hole single lever mixer for installation on the tub rim
#71310, -000

Logis®
3-hole bath mixer for installation on the tub rim
#71300, -000

Logis®
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
#71400, -000

Logis®
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
#71405, -000

Logis®
Bath spout
Exposed
#71410, -000

Logis® Shower

Logis®
Single lever shower mixer
Exposed
#71600, -000

Logis®
Single lever shower mixer
Concealed
#71605, -000

Logis®
Shut-off valve
#71970, -000
Some things manage to translate the classic understanding of beauty into the here and now. This kind of design combines traditional values such as elegance, warmth and harmony with modern elements. Balanced shapes emphasise a lasting awareness of what is good. In order to perfect this comfortable feeling, our Metris Classic and Talis Classic mixers also give you the choice of two heights. Decide for yourself just how much space you need in everyday life to really feel good.

Classic Style world.
Metris® Classic and Talis® Classic. Tradition and function at their loveliest.
Metris® Classic.
Rounded harmony for your bathroom.
**Metris® Classic Basin**

- Metris® Classic 100 Single lever basin mixer Exposed 
  # 31075, 000
- Metris® Classic 250 Single lever basin mixer 
  # 31078, 000
- Metris® Classic 100 3-hole basin mixer Exposed 
  # 31073, 000

**Metris® Classic Bath**

- Metris® Classic Single lever bath mixer Exposed 
  # 31478, 000
- Metris® Classic Single lever bath mixer Concealed 
  # 31485, 000
- Metris® Classic Bath spout Exposed 
  # 13413, 000

**Metris® Classic Shower**

- Metris® Classic Single lever shower mixer Exposed 
  # 31672, 000
- Metris® Classic Single lever shower mixer Concealed 
  # 31676, 000
- Raindance® Classic 100 Air 3 jet Hand shower 
  # 28548, 000
- Raindance® Classic 240 Air 1 jet Overhead shower 
  # 27424, 000 with shower arm 390 mm
  # 27405, 000 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
Talis® Classic and Logis® Classic.

Timeless elegance for every day.

Talis® Classic Basin

Talis® Classic 80
Single lever basin mixer
# 14111, -000

Talis® Classic Natural 90
Single lever basin mixer
# 14127, -000

Talis® Classic 230
Single lever basin mixer
# 14167, -000
Talis® Classic Bidet

Talis® Classic
Single lever bidet mixer
# 14120, 000

Talis® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 14140, 000

Talis® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 14145, 000

Talis® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Exposed
# 14161, 000

Talis® Classic
Single lever bath mixer
Concealed
# 14165, 000

Logis® Classic

Logis® Classic
Twin-handle basin mixer
# 71270, 000

Logis® Classic
3-hole basin mixer
# 71323, 000

Logis® Classic
Shut-off valve
# 71976, 000

You will find the matching bathroom accessories at www.hansgrohe-int.com
Mixer technologies.

ComfortZone: to suit every requirement.

We call the usable space between the mixer and the ceramic the ComfortZone. The rule: the taller the mixer, the more flexibility you have. Whether more freedom of movement when washing your hands or finding the perfect mixer to compliment your chosen basin, use the ComfortZone configurator to find your dream combination.

[Image]

ComfortZone test.

Which mixer goes with which basin? Hansgrohe used the ComfortZone test to test over 7,000 combinations of its mixers with the most popular basins on the market. To prevent irritating splashes and for optimum comfort. You will find the results and recommendations at: www.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test
The height of a basin mixer determines the level of versatility in the daily use of water.
More mixer technologies.

For lasting pleasure.

EcoSmart.

In 1987 – long before saving water became a public topic – Hansgrohe developed EcoSmart technology. At the time, it helped to reduce water and energy consumption in daily bathing routines by up to half. We have consistently developed this technology further since then, and have now reduced the consumption of our basin mixers to just 5 litres per minute as standard.

CoolStart.

CoolStart is the latest step on the way to maximum sustainability: as the mixer is turned on, only cold water flows. You do not consume hot water or the energy required for it until you actively turn it to the left. You will find this function as an option on our basin mixers.
**QuickClean.**

The aerators of our mixers all have flexible silicone jets. Gently rubbing a finger over them removes limescale deposits in seconds. The mixers stay looking lovely for longer as well as it increases the life of your mixer.

---

**AirPower.**

Your AirPower mixer combines the flowing water with air. The air-enriched spray becomes softer and more voluminous which not only feels good but also means that you are making the most efficient and splash-free use of your precious water.
Yours to enjoy at the touch of a button.

Kitchen mixers.
A touch ahead in the kitchen.

Metris® Select brings new freedom of movement into your kitchen tasks.

Working in the kitchen can be great fun. For instance, treating yourself to a lovely meal after a long day at work, or getting together with friends to cook. The new Select kitchen mixers now enhance this fun factor with the Select button on the front. It can be activated in passing, and turns the water on and off without interrupting the work flow unnecessarily. The Select button can also be operated by the back of a hand or an elbow, so the mixer stays nice and clean. Even if you happen to have dirty hands. It’s easier to turn the water off between various tasks, which means it’s also easier to avoid wasting water.
Good to know:

By the way, the additional ease of use courtesy of Select technology requires neither electricity nor additional appliances in the base unit so it is easy to install: the button works purely mechanically. Simply brilliant.

Open mixer.

Set the mixer once at the beginning of your kitchen activities, and choose the desired temperature. Now you can control the mixer using the Select button on the spout, and leave the handle open for as long as you like. Of course, you can also change the temperature or close the mixer at any time, using the handle.

The handle is rounded at the top for better control of the temperature and water quantity; suitable for all ages.

Spout swivels by 150° – for greater freedom of movement.

The basic shape of the mixer blends harmoniously with the shape of modern sinks.

ComfortZone – lots of space for daily use.

Turn the mixer on and off.

How to stop the water flow – at a simple touch of a button. The lever remains open, and maintains the preset temperature and water quantity.

Select
The new Metris mixers.
Function at its smartest.

These three types have form. The new Metris line combines sensuous ergonomics with smart functionality: starting with the practical handle and the magnetic holder for the pull-out shower to the two spray types – normal and shower spray – that adjust at the touch of a button.

Swivel the spout by 150° for absolute freedom in the kitchen.

ComfortZone – lots of space for daily use.

Turn the mixer on and off. The handle is ergonomically rounded at the top for better control of the temperature and water quantity by all ages.

The basic shape of the mixer blends harmoniously with the sink.
Kitchen mixers

The normal spray changes over to shower spray at the touch of a button. This means the water always flows exactly as you want it.

MagFit – the magnetic holder for easy attachment of the pull-out spray.

Pull out the shower spray for optimum flexibility.
Other kitchen helpers par excellence.

PuraVida®, Talis®, Focus® – clear, modern and functional.

Each of these three lines appeals in its own particular way. Our PuraVida mixers are a fascinating combination of design and technology. The functional details and modern design ensure that Talis fits happily anywhere. With Focus, you have an elegant and timeless mixer for complete comfort in the kitchen.

PuraVida®

PuraVida®
2-hole Electronic kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 120°
(Shown in Stainless Steel)
# 15805, -000, -800

PuraVida®
2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 120°
(Shown in Stainless Steel)
# 15812, -000, -800

The handle can be positioned wherever you want it around the sink.

DualFinish in brushed and polished stainless steel.
Focus®

Focus® Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray, Swivel spout 360° #31806, -000, -800

Focus® Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #31820, -000, -800

Focus® Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #31817, -000, -800

The normal spray changes over to shower spray at the touch of a button. This means the water always flows exactly as you want it.

ComfortZone – lots of space for daily use.

MagFit – the magnetic holder for easy attachment of the pull-out spray.

Kitchen mixers

Talis®

Talis® S2 Variarc Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray, Swivel spout 150° #14877, -000, -800

Talis® S2 Variarc Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spout, Swivel spout 150° #14872, -000, -800

Talis® S2 Variarc Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #14870, -000, -800

Talis® S Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray, 2 spray modes, Swivel spout 150° #32841, -000, -800

Talis® S Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 150° #32851, -000, -800

Talis® S2 Variarc Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #14878, -000, -800

Talis® S2 Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spout, Swivel spout 150° #14876, -000, -800

Talis® S2 Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #14873, -000, -800

Talis® S Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #14871, -000, -800

Talis® S Single lever kitchen mixer Swivel spout 110/150/360° #14875, -000, -800

The normal spray changes over to shower spray at the touch of a button. This means the water always flows exactly as you want it.

ComfortZone – lots of space for daily use.

MagFit – the magnetic holder for easy attachment of the pull-out spray.
At home all over the world.

Hansgrohe references.

All over the world, building clients and investors work with architects and planners to complete spectacular and refined projects. There is always a demand for smart, beautifully shaped solutions for the use of the essential element, water. The mixers, showers, and bathroom collections from the Black Forest add an extra touch of design and comfort to even the best addresses: de luxe hotel and public buildings, private homes and royal palaces, exclusive sports clubs, cruise ships and luxury yachts. You will find lots of other references on our website:

www.hansgrohe-int.com/references

Hyatt Capital Gate Hotel, Abu Dhabi. Hansgrohe products: Raindance S 240 Air overhead shower.
Photo: abudhabi.capitalgate.hyatt.com

Alice Lane Towers, South Africa. Hansgrohe products: Metris S electronic basin mixer.
Celebrity Equinox cruise ship.
Hansgrohe products: Talis S basin mixer.
Photo: Meyer Werft

Photo: Waldorf Astoria

Hotel JW Marriott, Santa Fe/Mexico City. Hansgrohe products: PuraVida basin mixer.
Photo: Hotel JW Marriott
Experience Hansgrohe products interactively.

Get the future on-screen.

With such a wide range of Hansgrohe products, you will be able to experience water just as you wish to. There are lots of online applications that you can use to obtain as much information as you need. This brings the Hansgrohe innovations to you wherever you would like to experience them.

Mobile at its best.

The app presents Hansgrohe’s products in a comprehensive, interactive and above all entertaining way. The best thing is that if you find a shower you like, you can install it live directly and see what it will look like in your home. A touch of the camera function places the selected product in the middle of the real camera image so you can see it in your own home. Then if you like what you see, you can use the integrated search to find your nearest retailer.

Interactive features:
- Photo function to visualise what the product will look like when it is in your bathroom
- Videos on technologies and spray types
- List of your favourite Hansgrohe products
- Find your nearest showroom

http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog
The quickest installation in the world.

As your bathroom can’t come to Hansgrohe, Hansgrohe can simply come to you: the Hansgrohe@home app is the easiest way for anyone who would like to see what their chosen mixer or shower solution would look like in their own home. Just take a photo of your current bathroom situation, use your finger to highlight the existing mixer or shower and replace it with your favourite Hansgrohe product. You will see the results on-screen. The integrated retailer search will instantly show you where your nearest showroom is. The app for iPhone, iPad and Android smartphones is available at [www.hansgrohe-int.com/app](http://www.hansgrohe-int.com/app) or directly at [http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome](http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome) or [http://play.google.com/store/search?q=hansgrohe+se](http://play.google.com/store/search?q=hansgrohe+se) or using this QR code:

World Wide Water.

Find out all the latest news on water and Hansgrohe at [www.facebook.com/hansgrohe](http://www.facebook.com/hansgrohe) [www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr](http://www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr) [www.youtube.com/hansgrohe](http://www.youtube.com/hansgrohe)
Please note that this catalogue only contains a selection of our products.
You will find our complete range on our website.

Find out more about the world of Hansgrohe at www.hansgrohe-int.com

Experience Hansgrohe products interactively
You will find the iPad version of this catalogue – along with videos and various interesting applications – at http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog

Planning with Hansgrohe@home
Discover virtually by iPhone, iPad or android smartphone just how perfect the Hansgrohe mixers and showers will look on your basin or in your shower at home at www.hansgrohe-int.com/app

Experiencing and buying Hansgrohe products
For competent bathroom planning, please contact one of our bathroom specialist retail and trade partners. Find your nearest one using our showroom search at www.hansgrohe-int.com/sales-worldwide

This catalogue has been produced with the greatest possible care for the environment. You can also do your bit for the environment by passing this catalogue on to others when you have finished with it, or else recycling it.